FOR ALL YOUR GROUNDS MAINTENANCE, TURF MANAGEMENT AND MACHINERY PROBLEMS CONTRACT OUT TO US.

Specialist equipment for hire or sale. Ransomes 5/3, 350's, Triples, 213, 214 machines, mostly available. All types hand machines, verge cutters, Mastiff, Marquis etc.

All machines are reconditioned in our own workshops etc.

Have your Rideon 61's fitted with CDC's own conversion units, Ford Escort 1.1 and 1.3 engines, proved and tested on our own contracts.

Redundent modern equipment purchased. Annual overhauls carried out, loan machines available in case of breakdowns. All commercial users please contact us at the address below.

golf course construction and design, maintenance a speciality.

CDC Landscapes Limited
Chapel Works,
Waldringfield,
Woodbridge,
Suffolk.
Telephone: 0473-36 733/734
AS A delegate to the EIGGA conference at Warwick University recently, I was both impressed and depressed. Impressed by the programme and organisation, depressed by the dismal attendance, writes Greenkeeper publisher Michael Coffey.

The organisation by the EIGGA board of management, and especially by general administrator Danielle Jones, was faultless. I have been involved in the organisation of such a conference and can appreciate what was achieved in putting together such a programme—Saturday was the best conference in my 'greenkeeping' experience.

Warwick is a purpose-built, modern campus in nearly 400 acres of open countryside with excellent accommodation and some of the best lecture theatres anywhere in the UK. The food was adequate and plentiful and while the cafeteria style catering may be economic, it certainly didn't appeal to me, but the formal dinner was excellent.

After lunch on the Friday, Dickie Jeeps, chairman of the Sports Council, opened the proceedings by commending all those who attended and ended by stating that he would return to his club and enquire why none of the greenstaff was there.

It is worthwhile to recap that this conference was open to all in the golf-greenkeeping industry at a basic all-in cost of £98 for three days, which is less, you would imagine, than one club member's annual subscription. So, why were so few greenkeepers and, indeed, members of EIGGA present? Perhaps it was not publicised enough although all Greenkeeper readers certainly received details.

There is, of course, the apathy that exists in greenkeeping, as much as in other professions, to outside-hours training and additional education. There is also the very real lack of support from clubs to pay for their staff to attend. No doubt all these will receive attention from the organising committee for next year's event at the same venue.

All this was of minor concern to those at Warwick, for there was a noticeable atmosphere—a buzz as interesting paper after paper was presented. The variety of topics, excellent presentation and the detailed question and answer sessions impressed enormously.

As always, the discussion kept going well after dinner with many a clash or meeting of minds—very stimulating, even if you are not at your best the next morning! It quickly became obvious that delegates from a wide range of courses were concerned chiefly with similar problems—dealing with committees, chemicals, conservation and the like. There was full debate on all topics and a feeling that if anyone had any help to offer, it should be shared.

One of the definite plus points was the attendance (and subsequent editorial comment) by Malcolm Campbell, the editor of Golf Monthly. Malcolm holds the welfare of course and greenkeeper at heart and his news report on the conference was of great interest. I have no doubt that his points will be taken up before next year's conference.

On the down side, was the position of the tournament pros as put by Tony Gray of the PGA European Tour. The list of requirements for a tournament venue received less than total acclaim from a body of men who see precious little of the £4.5 million prize currently on offer to this elite band of professionals. Many delegates questioned the wisdom of allowing professional golfers to speak with such freedom and apparent authority without having a clue on how a course is actually prepared and what happens when 'the circus' leaves town.

A point put forward by one distinguished delegate who suggested that it is time for the PGA European Tour to sit down with the head greenkeepers and discuss what is practical for a venue—which has to be played for the rest of the year—met only with a lukewarm response.

The weekend was not all fierce debate, however. None of the diversions was more amusing or well-attended than the mastermind quiz on Friday night, won by a team of greenkeepers representing South Wales, but which contained two Scotsmen! They took away handsome decanters from the sponsor Rigby Taylor.

There was much to offer those at Warwick and a quality in depth, which has been lacking in the past. No doubt further progress will be made by next year and I trust you will be there.
...of all the mowing jobs on a golf course, mowing the greens requires the most delicate touch of all. The new GREENSMASTER 300 ensures a uniform cutting height, appearance and playing characteristic while manoeuvring in a tightly defined area. Why not see this exceptional mower in action... the GREENSMASTER 300 has so much more to offer!

NEW GREENSMASTER 300

THE PROFESSIONALS THAT KEEP YOU CUTTING.

UK DISTRIBUTORS: LELY IMPORT LIMITED STATION ROAD / ST NEOTS / CAMBRIDGESHIRE Tel (0480) 76971 Telex 32523
Extensive trials by Levington Research Station staff show that Tritox has a faster kill of common turf weeds — and it is effective against ‘difficult’ weeds such as knotgrass. They’re not just knocked out — they’re dead.

2nd. Test: value for money
Tritox proves so efficient there is less need for a second application. You use less product, less time, less labour — and save money.

3rd. Test: formulation
Tritox has been approved under the Agricultural Chemical Approvals Scheme, an independent endorsement of product efficacy. The active ingredients are MCPA, Mecoprop and Dicamba.

4th. Test: packaging
Tritox is easy to handle and apply. It comes in sturdy 5-litre and 20-litre polythene containers. We even attach the instruction leaflet so that it’s always at hand.

5th. Test: distribution
Tritox is widely available through Fisons national network of stockists. This is the breakthrough in weed control you’ve been waiting for.
Put it to the test!
TOP-DRESSING

PERHAPS in no other area of greenkeeping is there so wide a division between theory and practice than in the question of what top-dressings to use and how to formulate and prepare them.

Few would debate the uncontestable published evidence over the past 80 years of the link between phosphate fertilisers and annual meadow grass invasion. Perhaps more might feel inclined to argue as to whether annual meadow grass is such a deep-dyed villain as many of us have contended for many years, especially if they are only interested in course condition for summer tournaments and not all-year-round golf.

On one course, subject to unconventional treatment, it is admitted 'that the greens are 100 per cent annual meadow grass and it does not matter.' The fact that this is a symptom of serious problems below seems to have escaped notice.

Few fertiliser companies would try to dissuade golf clubs from buying nitrogen-only fertilisers, though they still sell NPK mixtures. I was, however, horrified on a recent advisory visit to see a written recommendation from one company advising the immediate application of 12oz per sq yd of lime to greens because their tests showed a pH of 4.7! They were good, 90 per cent Agrostis greens!

But with top-dressings, every facet of argument affects decisions. Whether to make your own or buy in is the chief point of discussion. My feeling is that unless you are lucky enough to have consistent and freely available supplies of black, sandy, humus-rich topsoil virtually free from clay, either on the course or nearby, it then becomes too unpredictable a matter to try to make your own if you have to rely on variable sources of bought-in 'soil.'

With links courses, a more consistent supply is often achieved by stacking sand and seaweed and giving it time (with turning) to completely break down.

Some clubs are fortunate in being able to buy the large quantities they require of the eminently suitable black humus-rich soil from the fens—adding the correct sand as needed. Note that this is not a peat, but a neutral rather than acid source of humus, which is so difficult to provide from other sources.

Such clubs have existing generous shed accommodation, virtually compost factories, with sophisticated and expensive bulk shredding and screening and even in some cases sterilisation machinery.

The biggest arguments against home production are the huge cost of setting up such large soil sheds and handling equipment and the difficulties in getting suitable basic materials with which to produce good top-dressing.

If such shed and screening equipment is not available, my advice is to buy in. I am unimpressed with the usual argument that 'it gives the men something to do in wet weather.' Some years, we could wait forever for wet weather, with an empty compost shed. Today, we are not, on busy courses, top-dressing in winter and so we want very finely screened dry material for spring and summer use.

And with modern tractor cabs, many operations on the course can be carried out in wet weather. (If clubs provide their greenkeeping staff with decent accommodation and warm drying rooms, they will work outside more readily and efficiently in the wet.) In any case, no business can survive by employing staff unproductively just to keep them busy.

Cost is often raised as an objection to buying in, but even home production is not free. If you cost in labour, buying in sand and either extracting raw materials from the course or buying them in, not to mention subsequent handling and screening (but not making any allowance for capital investment in machinery or sheds), then the true cost of home mixing is about £12 to £15 per tonne and often more.

With good-quality imported dressing available at under £30 per tonne delivered, even if 100 tonnes are bought in each year—and most clubs, sadly, buy less—it is a relatively minor cost. The rub comes when we talk about what to buy!

It is essential to get a physical analysis carried out. A glance at the table of comparative results shown on
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Diam. mm.</th>
<th>Sample A %</th>
<th>Sample B %</th>
<th>Sample C %</th>
<th>Sample D %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stones</td>
<td>&gt; 8</td>
<td>Nil</td>
<td>Nil</td>
<td>Nil</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse gravel</td>
<td>8 - 4</td>
<td>Nil</td>
<td>Nil</td>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine gravel</td>
<td>4 - 2</td>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very coarse sand</td>
<td>2 - 1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse sand</td>
<td>1 - 0.5</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium sand</td>
<td>0.5 - 0.25</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine sand</td>
<td>0.25 - 0.125</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very fine sand</td>
<td>0.125 - 0.062</td>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silt</td>
<td>0.05 - 0.002</td>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27/74</td>
<td>20/61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay</td>
<td>&lt; 0.002</td>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>Trace</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Loss on ignition (humus) | Nil | 2-3 | 27 | 1 | 4 |

Calcium carbonate ('lime') | Nil | Nil | Nil | Nil | Nil |

This page reveals how wide can be the variation and, indeed, many top-dressing mixes sold are alarmingly bad and also very inconsistent from batch to batch, according to the source of 'soil' used.

Sample A is a nationally available, well-advertised dressing, which regularly and consistently shows equivalent analysis results. It has a satisfactorily narrow range of sand size particles (84 per cent between 1mm and 0.25mm), a satisfactory humus content and is acid. Above all, it has only four per cent fines—ie very fine sand, silt and clay combined.

Sample B was a locally made-up mix, now withdrawn, and it can be clearly seen that it was really only a very fine, dirty sand.

Sample C was a home mix, showing an appalling combination of 74 per cent fines with 27 per cent humus—in fact, a compost derived from heavy soil and farmyard manure. Even adding large quantities of sand would never reduce that awful clay content and clay and sand make bricks!

Sample D was also bought-in. It was literally a sand/soil mix with no humus and 61 per cent of fines. No wonder it sealed the surface and caused ponding.

There must be many other comparisons that can be made and Dr Peter Hayes at Bingley and I are collaborating on a survey of available materials. Samples have been collected from bulk deliveries and, therefore, should not have been tarted up!

What we need, of course, is a very low fines content and a sand particle range that is not too spread out—as the small particles infiltrate into the spaces left by the large particles. The material must be lime-free (for inland courses anyway) and have a sensible humus content. In other words, what good practical men have known for years by just looking at it and rubbing it between finger and thumb, plus that essential other ingredient—experience!

I do not have the space to get involved in controversies of sand-only versus compost top-dressings, except to say that changing policies in mid-stream is disastrous and your material should equate physically with what is below the grass.

Equally, it is difficult always to condemn buying in top-dressing expensively bagged as opposed to bulk deliveries if there are no storage facilities and it is, of course, much easier to handle the material around the course.

The problem is that smaller amounts tend to be bought to compensate for the doubling of price. The balance must favour using a quality controlled, bought-in top-dressing with consistent analyses and quality, unless you are lucky enough to have suitable raw material available in quantity on the course or are a links course, making top-dressing from sand and seaweed alone.

Nothing changes in greenkeeping, in principle, only in detail to compensate for increasing pressures due to play, with higher standards being demanded, yet less time in which to carry out the work. These top-dressing problems have not altered at all since the start of the century and sand and seaweed is as sound a policy now on links courses as it was a hundred years ago.
The following day was devoted almost entirely to papers given by EIGGA members. This was felt by many to be an innovative step on the part of the association and the exercise proved very worthwhile, prompting the comment that it was good to see golf greenkeepers representing themselves in such a professional manner.

On the third and final day, the morning session began with a paper by a representative from the Institute Of Groundsmanship, followed by Tony Gray of the PGA European Tour.

The final event of the morning was an open forum. In the afternoon, the association held its third AGM. Chairman Peter Wisbey opened the meeting and welcomed all present. The minutes of the 1984 AGM were read and approved as a true record of that meeting and the general administrator Danielle Jones reported that EIGGA membership, including those who had not yet renewed subscriptions, stood at 847, with 57 of those being new members this year.

EIGGA branches are: Surrey, Sussex, Kent, London, East Anglia, the East of England, South Wales, the North-West and Berks, Bucks and Oxon and the association has ten company members—seven of which are national companies, three regional companies.

Danielle Jones said that all EIGGA members should have received a copy of the 1984 accounts in the March issue of Greenkeeper. The accounts for the previous year, as at December 31 1984, were:

- Income—£13,103.94
- Expenditure—£10,827.67
- Stock of clothing—£1,544.13
- Balance of income over Expenditure—£732.14

A proposal that the 1984 accounts be adopted was made by T. Adamson. D. Harradine seconded the proposal.

The chairman reported that EIGGA’s primary concern in 1984 had been to get greenkeeper training going in the right direction. He felt that the association was well on the way to achieving its aims, as it was now represented on the Greenkeeper Training Committee, together with the other greenkeeping associations, the national Golf Unions, the Secretaries’ Association, the Sports Turf Research Institute and Jim Arthur.

Chairman Peter Wisbey added that to be represented on the GTC was a great step forward for EIGGA and that the association should do all in its power, together with the other organisations concerned, to establish the best facilities for greenkeeper training. It was imperative for all involved to unite in order to achieve this aim and it was very important to have the golf unions and the R & A on the side of the greenkeepers, as they stand more chance of influencing golf clubs to educate their greenstaff, he said.

The chairman remarked that he was sorry to see so many empty seats at the conference, but felt that the conference had been extremely successful. He asked those present to raise support for the 1986 conference. The chairman reported that, at the 1984 AGM, the board of management had been asked to consider raising the full subscription for 1986 to £50. This matter had been discussed thoroughly at board level and the conclusion had been that such a rise would be inappropriate at this time.

Steve Noye, branch administrator

Continued on page 14...
It's all within JOHNSONS J Range

Johnsons J-Range grass mixtures are on target every time! The right grass for the right purpose – sports, turf, amenity and landscape use or even reclamation.

Over 160 years of experience puts us in the lead and full details of our specially formulated mixtures are given in our new leaflet which is available now! We also have a wide range of wild flower species available for your environmental programmes.

If you prepare your own mixtures we can supply the quality varieties you need including – Waldorf, Dawson, Banner Parade, Arno, Pennfine, Scaldis and new Merlin.

SPORTS AND AMENITY GRASSES

W.W. JOHNSON & SON LTD., LONDON RD, BOSTON, LINCS. Tel: BOSTON (0205) 65051.
Branches also at Haydock, Merseyside and Iver, Bucks.
There can be few more responsible jobs in golf course equipment engineering than that of looking after the vast range of machinery at St Andrews. And I know of no one better qualified than the man who has done the job in such a skilled and competent fashion over the past 15 years—George McLaren, 40, the Home of Golf’s links mechanic.

I have known George since he first joined the staff and readily testify that he is an engineering genius, capable of completely overhauling tractors, triplex mowers and all the other items of specialist equipment so essential for the upkeep of a golf complex like St Andrews.

George and his wife both belong to St Andrews. The couple have three children and George is a devoted family man, an avid reader and knowledgeable on many subjects.

He loves discussing mowers and his views on the pros and cons of the different kinds of machinery reveal the character of a man who knows what he is talking about. So much so that some manufacturers like to pick his brains occasionally, but he often comes up with practical ideas for modifications.

"I was brought up in a farming community and am a countryman at heart," George said. "After leaving school, I started working for an agricultural and car repair specialist in St Andrews where I received my training in the overhaul of tractors and agricultural machinery. We also had to maintain a lot of the equipment used by the university for sports and recreation areas.

"When I first accepted the position as links mechanic, I really wanted a job with better prospects, more interest and variety and it was not long before I discovered that there was a lot more to keeping a golf course than just cutting the grass!"

"I find the complex nature of fine turf management presents a constant challenge. I am not cooped up in the workshop all the time and there is always the opportunity to get outdoors to see how equipment is performing. Four 18 hole courses and a nine-hole layout require a whole range of sophisticated maintenance machinery."

"In my time, we have built up our workshop and are increasing the facilities as time goes on. Whenever we buy another machine, it may mean adding some new item to our range of tools, but apart from re-boring and re-modifying our tools, we don’t have to use any engineering companies. We can do most of the overhauls and repairs ourselves."

"The basic workshop machinery that is essential to us is a cylinder grinding machine, oxy-acetylene and arc welding equipment, drills, jacks, hand grinders and a whole range of workshop implements, plus the special tools for doing certain jobs—some we make up ourselves, such as extractors, etc, for dismantling engines."

"When we get a new range of engines to deal with, we have to adapt some of our tools to suit them. Any tools we don’t have, we can borrow from local garages where we have a good arrangement. We help them and they help us."

When asked to predict future trends in golf course machinery, George said, "I think we are going to see a greater use of diesel powered engines in a much wider range of mowing equipment. This will reduce running costs and, in some respects, would improve maintenance. Diesel engines give less trouble and they last longer than petrol ones. Running costs, too, could be halved.

"We use 100 gallons of petrol a week on average in summer. With diesel engines, much less fuel would be needed and substantial savings could be made by using agricultural diesel."

"The Japanese have shown it possible to make powerful, compact diesel engines with the introduction of mini-tractors, which are now being used widely. I am sure the design and size of these engines will become even smaller and they will be available in all sizes to fit any kind of mowing machine."

I asked what advice on machinery maintenance he would give greenkeepers. "The main thing is to keep machinery well-lubricated and if this is done regularly it will last much longer. There can be no doubt that proper care and maintenance pays dividends—machinery is easier to operate when kept clean and well-oiled and any adjustments that need to be done can be detected more easily.

"I have seen mowers coming in for overhauls at repair agents from local authorities in a deplorably filthy condition. They never get cleaned or washed down and are just put back into the sheds and started up the next day without any checking. Operators who do this never make good workers. With no pride in their machines, they only abuse them and they are also a liability to their employers."

"The ‘average’ 18-hole course must keep a good tool kit. I would suggest a spanner and socket set, electric drill and selection of drills and a four or five inch grinder. If they want to do any simple overhauls, such as cleaning points, they will need extractors. A compressor is useful for inflating tyres and a sand blasting machine for cleaning plugs."

"With mowers, it is important to keep the blades sharp and accurately set if they are to do a good cutting job. Cylinder blades should be taken out every winter and ground down to obtain a satisfactory cutting edge and they should be back-lapped at regular intervals through the mowing season."

"Triplex mowers have revolutionised greenkeeping. They can produce a good finish akin to hand mowers on the greens. A great selling point with these machines when they first came on the market was that they did the work of two men and that should allow staff more time to concentrate on other jobs."

George had strong views on the subject of irrigation systems. "It is my job to look after the watering system at St Andrews and this can involve quite a lot of time in the dry summer months. Automatic installations have become extremely sophisticated—the ultimate systems now being offered with individual head control. I
feel that the more simplified the control and upkeep of the systems, the better it is for greenkeepers. There are less chances to make mistakes. I have yet to see a trouble-free irrigation system, so the art and skill of fault finding is important to deal with breakdowns.

"No equipment, however good, can succeed unless there is an availability of spares. There is nothing more frustrating than to have a vital machine sitting in the sheds due to lack of spares when it is badly needed on the course. We always have a good stock of spare parts here—we could carry more, but there is always the problem of storage. We keep all the necessary things, such as bottom blades, spark plugs, drive belts, hydraulic hoses. Spare chain links are also essential."

Finally, I wondered if the Open Championship and other major events at St Andrews created much more work for George. "I am kept quite busy," he said. "The most critical time for us is during pre-tournament preparations. Contractors want to plough in new cables and water pipes. We have to accompany them to make sure that permanent lines don't get damaged. Last year’s Open went smoothly and we had few problems."

"In closing, I would mention my assistant, who is proving invaluable in the workshop—Walter Woods Junior. He has proved to be an intelligent, skillful engineer, who has made the most of his training."

The finest range of turf care products on earth

As nationwide manufacturers and distributors of a wide range of turf care products, we at Supaturf offer you a complete caring service for all sports or amenity turf. Free professional on-site advice, follow up technical reports by our laboratory, free informative catalogues and fast nationwide delivery service from our depots throughout the UK all add up to the very best turf care on earth.

- Fertilisers
- Grass Seed Mixture
- Soil Amendment
- Top Dressings
- Wetting Agents
- Moss Control & Weed Killers
- Pest Control

Plus all sports and maintenance equipment too!

For free catalogue and details of free turf advisory service phone now:

(0733) 68384

Supaturf Products Ltd, Oxney Road, Peterborough PE1 5YZ
Branches at: Birmingham Tel: 021 459 9617, Wakefield, W. Yorks Tel: 0924 891000, and Bishopsteignton, Devon Tel: 062 67 2427 (JG Hunt Ltd)
Advisers and suppliers to the country’s premier grounds
The 18th hole of an international tournament course is the least appropriate place on earth for a weed. Any kind of weed.

Which is why so many international tournament course groundsmen use a cunning cocktail of weed-killers known as Super Verdone: it kills all common turf weeds.

**What would Sevvy say if he found a dandelion on the 18th?**

It does this by combining two systemic hormone weedkillers that see off most of the weeds you’re ever likely to find on an English green with a third contact weedkiller that deals with the odd ones the first two miss.

Even the toughest weeds like Speedwell and Yellow Suckling Clover are on the way out a couple of weeks after a dose of Super Verdone.

And of course, it does all this without harming established turf in any way whatsoever.

If you don’t happen to be overrun by quite such a wide and tenacious range of weeds, then ordinary Verdone will probably do the trick. (It’s cheaper as well.)

To find out more about how you can prepare yourself and your course for the day Sevvy turns up to play a round get in touch with ICI to find out your nearest Super Verdone distributor.
An attentive audience in the lecture theatre.

for East Anglia, had received a clear indication from his branch members that they would not be prepared to pay the increased sum. The board of management also felt it could not justify charging this amount.

The figure of £50 had been submitted with a view to increasing the association's holdings, thus enabling it to employ a full-time administrator. It had become clear that, if the subscription was raised to this level, EIGGA would lose a high proportion of its membership.

David Jones felt that the original idea of a full-time administrator seemed to be of a person who, as well as dealing with the day-to-day administration of the association, would travel around the country visiting golf clubs and promoting EIGGA. He made the point that this would mean providing a car to the person concerned and a salary of approximately £10,000 plus expenses. He questioned the wisdom of using the members' subscriptions to pay a person to travel up and down motorways and stay in hotels as he felt this was not value for money.

The chairman then reported that the figures proposed by the board of management for subscriptions in 1986 were: the full subscription to be raised to £25 and national and regional company membership subscriptions to be £125 and £75 respectively. He added that the idea of employing a full-time administrator had been postponed, as the real cost of employing someone could be in excess of £40,000.

A. Low proposed that figures suggested by the board be adopted. T. Low seconded the proposal and the motion was carried on a show of hands. The chairman informed the meeting that EIGGA's first president Jack McMillan was retiring from the post after two years in office and that a new trustee was to be elected to replace David Jones, who was also retiring from this post.

Sussex had proposed that Dennis Ayling should be EIGGA's new president. This suggestion was endorsed by the chairman. The North-West branch had proposed David Jones as vice-president and the board of management had proposed Kevin Munt as trustee. No other proposals had been received. All three proposals were approved and the motion carried on a show of hands.

The chairman said that Jack McMillan had done an excellent job as president and was pleased to inform the meeting that the board had invited Jack to become an honorary member of EIGGA.

Peter Wisbey indicated that there was a need for a clarification to the wording of the EIGGA constitution, concerning the gold diploma. At present, the item reads: 'Any head greenkeeper who had fifteen years as a greenkeeper or any head greenkeeper with fifteen years practical experience... It had come to the board's notice that the wording had been interpreted to mean 'Any head greenkeeper who had fifteen years as a greenkeeper.' It was intended to apply to any head greenkeeper who had fifteen years as a head greenkeeper, but with no certificate. The board, therefore, submitted that the item should now read: '...Or any head greenkeeper with fifteen years practical experience as such,' the two last words to be added to the constitution.

D. Archer asked approximately how many diplomas had been issued to date. The figures are: five bronze, 18 silver and 17 gold, making a total of 40 since the inception of the association.

Speaking as EIGGA's new president, Dennis Ayling said it gave him great pleasure to thank Jack McMillan for being a splendid ambassador of the association. Dennis felt honoured to be asked to carry on where Jack had left off. He also thanked the administrator for her efforts. The president felt that the conference had been a huge success, especially the papers given by EIGGA members.

At a meeting of the board of management, following the AGM, Bill Lawson was elected to take over from Peter Wisbey as chairman of EIGGA. Bill is chairman of the North-West branch and a highly respected member of the board of management.

I can assure all members that, in Bill Lawson, the association has a fine successor to the retiring chairman Peter Wisbey who, throughout his term of office, has worked tirelessly on behalf of EIGGA and to whom a debt of gratitude is owed.

Finally, I am pleased to report that the dates for the 1986 conference have been set at April 4-6 1986, with the venue once again, the University of Warwick.

Danielle Jones,
General Administrator.

EIGGA At Open

Courtesy of the R&A, EIGGA will have a tent—sponsored by Greenkeeper—in the Open Championship tented village at Royal St George’s. Further details in next month’s magazine.
London
By now, the season will be getting into full swing and the greenkeepers’ golf league, organised by Michael Peters, will be well under way, so make sure you phone your results through as soon as possible. The final will be played on the afternoon of our autumn meeting, which is set for Muswell Hill GC on Thursday October 3.

We have been welcomed back to Northwood again and will have an evening’s golf on Monday August 19.

The annual EIGGA conference was an outstanding success, but it was disappointing that no other members of the London branch managed to attend. Hopefully, this situation will be rectified next year.

Reinforcements did arrive, however, on Sunday morning. Alan Moffat of Parkers organised a mini-

Members Please Note...
If you have not paid your subscription yet—please do so now!

bus a couple of days before the event and a dozen members arrived to see me during a nerve-racking experience when I chaired the conference’s final session. It was also an honour. As Steve Noye and Bill Lawson will testify from the previous day, it was almost as frightening as presenting a paper, but something we would not have wanted to miss.

Any branch members who would be prepared to stand up and give their views or theories on any aspect of greenkeeping would be welcomed. What about junior and apprentice members? Could you fill a short spot of, say, 15 minutes on how you see the profession? You have until April next year when we again return to Warwick.

The AGM on Sunday afternoon gave rise to some interesting discussion but, as usual, people who are vociferous at branch AGM’s throughout the country were not in attendance. As has been said many times before, members should be saying: ‘What can I do for EIGGA?’ Not: ‘What can EIGGA do for me?’

Constructive criticism and suggestions are always welcome. If necessary, put them down on paper and send them to me and they can be discussed at branch committee meetings. As your representative on the EIGGA board of management, I will be pleased to take them to board meetings, too.

David Low.

East Anglia
With just a couple of exceptions, there hasn’t been much going on in this neck of the woods. I did attend an excellent demonstration by Anglian Land Drainage at Woodbridge GC. Ben Bunting, the manager of ALD, took a few of us down for the day to see the Verti-Drain doing a marvellous job.

The second event was at an hotel in Norwich where a seminar was arranged by Collier Turf Care Distributors. It was a very interesting day, which was well attended by sports and amenity people. Firms represented included May & Baker, SISIS, Anglian Land Drainage, Mommersteeg, Rolawn and several others. All in all, a good day.

M. Lathorpe.

The root of the problem —

you want a perfect lawn with the minimum time and effort.

Seeding is too slow, meadow turf is too rough.

The solution – Rolawn turf, purpose grown in a variety of grades, densely rooted and supplied in easy to handle square yard rolls from nurseries countrywide.

With a little care and attention you’ll create a fine playable sward in only a few weeks.

For full details contact . . .

Rolawn
Are you still green with envy?
or are your greens under the control of the
TW1 COMPUTER CONTROLLER from Watermation

1" high, easy to read display
Large control buttons
3 alternative watering programmes
Battery back up in case of power failure
Simple rotary switch for easy selection of function
Diagnostic switch allows greenkeeper to check system is working without applying water

REQUIRES TWO WIRES ONLY
Greens, tees, approaches and fairways can all be controlled by one TW1 and one pair of wires feeding up to 99 solenoid valves. In most cases, existing cabling can be used.

INSTALLATION STRAIGHTFORWARD
Installation can be carried out by your local irrigation contractor (who can also supply the unit) or by Watermation

FUTURE FLEXIBILITY
TW1 enables you to ADD areas of irrigation at any time, such as tees or approaches, without additional controllers or cables.

COMpletely Accurate Timing
Modern computer technology gives accurate timing in 1 minute steps and allows Greenkeeper to set up to three alternative watering programmes.

Watermation Ltd., Monument Way E., Woking, Surrey. Tel.: Woking (04862) 70303

It's what's below that counts
Natural nutrition for every type of sports turf

Maxicrop 'Triple' Lawn Conditioner has proved its value for years in the amenity field by encouraging a dense, well-tillered, hardy sward that grows steadily through an extended season.
Maxicrop products are balanced organic feeds based on natural seaweed extract which encourage deep root growth and ensure beautiful, durable, green turf.

Also from Maxicrop: Supergrass, new this year, improves the surface durability of turf and enhances drought resistance: Maxicrop Moss Killer and Lawn Tonic for moss-free, healthy turf, and Maxicrop Plus Iron for fast, natural recovery from iron deficiency.

Write to us for details or contact your Maxicrop distributor.

Maxicrop International Limited
21, London Road, Great Shelford, Cambridge, CB2 5DF. Tel: (0223) 844024 Telex: 81277
Distributors: Joseph Bentley Ltd. • E.T. Breakwell Ltd. • Maxwell M. Hart (London) Ltd. • T. Parker and Sons (Turf Management) Ltd. • Rigby Taylor Ltd. • Roffey Bros. Ltd. • Synchemicals Ltd.
LELY ISEKI TRACTORS
Have the finest range of 16 to 72 hp 4 WD TRACTORS in the field, plus an exceptional variety of all British built attachments. Give Colin Gregory a call and arrange a demo, it costs you nothing but the financial rewards can be quite considerable. Sales and Service Distributors with fully trained personnel in your locality.

ISEKI

LELY ISEKI TRACTORS
STATION ROAD - ST. NEOTS - HUNTINGDON
CAMBS. PE19 1QH Tel (0480) 78971 Telex 32523
West

The section has held a committee meeting and new sub-committees have been formed.

The SISIS Pairs Trophy for greenkeepers and convenors was held at West Kilbride GC. The golf was played in cold, but dry, conditions which seemed to help the general low scoring, but this must be put down mostly to the excellent condition of the course. The West section thanks Jim Paton and his staff and congratulates him on having the course so good so early in the year.

Prize-winners were: A. Hastie and A. Meechan (Bellshill GC)—65; D. Fleming and I. Ferguson (Hilton Park GC)—67 and J. Paton and B. Ouseman (West Kilbride GC)—69.

Fifteen teams took part in the competition which, along with the excellent attendance at the section’s AGM, has given the section a great start to the year’s activities.

Ayrshire

The first of the season’s events was held at Largs, when Greenkeepers from the West section came to play five-a-side football. Later in the evening, everyone adjourned to the Picketlaw Hotel for the annual stag-night.

The section AGM was held at Prestwick. Chairman Harry Diamond thanked everyone for their participation in the past year’s events and, in particular, the Open Championship Draw, which was a great success, and will be run again this year.

The secretary stated that the section’s funds were healthy and there was an influx of new members this year. He looked forward to meeting them at the Spring outing.

The draw for the four-ball knockout competition has been made. Harry Diamond is organising this competition and will be in touch with the competitors. Harry can be contacted on Ayr 241258 during working hours if anyone has a problem arranging matches.

Members Please Note...

If you have not paid your subscription yet—please do so now!

farmura

The Liquid Organic Fertiliser

Make it part of your turf management programme — from re-seeding to maintenance

farmura

benefits include

★ Thicker sward
★ Deeper roots
★ Improved germination
★ Greater resistance to stress

For detailed information, contact your distributor or Farmura Ltd, Stone Hill, Egerton, Kent. Tel: Egerton 023376 241

GET ON COURSE WITH KUBOTA AT GIBSONS

There’s a Kubota for every turf management situation at Gibson’s, Lancashire’s main dealer for the complete Kubota range of turf management machinery and implements. Make this the week you pay us a visit.

USED KUBOTA TRACTORS WITH WARRANTY FROM £1000.

GIBSONS GARDEN MACHINERY

Highgate Garage, Newton, Kirkham, Lancs
Telephone (0772) 662516
Part of MOWER WORLD

faimuia

The liquid Oigame Fertiliser

Make it part of your turf management programme — from re-seeding to maintenance

faimuia

benefits include

★ Thicker sward
★ Deeper roots
★ Improved germination
★ Greater resistance to stress

For detailed information, contact your distributor or Farmura Ltd, Stone Hill, Egerton, Kent. Tel: Egerton (023376) 241
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Cutting the pressure

Keep on top of your job with the cost-cutting Cushman 3- and 4-Wheel Turf-Trucksters. A rugged 18hp engine provides the power for all those transport and course maintenance duties while low weight and wide turf tyres take the pressure off work on greens, tees and fairways. A wide range of British-built attachments can be quickly and easily fitted for everyday, all-round versatility from mowing to spraying and spiking to load carrying. Take a look at our new Multi-Depth Aerator, able to work to a depth of 9¼in without surface damage, or our all-hydraulic Reel-mower for a superb finish on wet and dry grass. Put a Turf-Truckster to the test on your course now.

Demonstrations readily available from specialist dealers nationwide. Call us today for full details on the Cushman Turf-Care System.

HUXLEYS
Hillside, Thorpe Lea Road, Egham, Surrey, TW20 8JG
Tel: 0784 36666
Telex: 894426

ALL WEATHER TEE
WITH 'TUFTURF'

A British made hardwearing all weather tee 1.5m x 1m. Made from U.V. Stabilised Polypropylene fibres. Can be laid on soil or to most dynamic bases. Also suitable as a Practice Tee for all the fairway shots. £24.00 each (excl. VAT) or Mail Order price £30.00 incl. p & p.

PLEASE SEND ME A 'TUFTURF' TEE
(Cheque enclosed for £30.00 payable to Carppetition Ltd.).
Block letters please.
Name
Address

CARPETITION LTD., 6 KAFFIR ROAD,
EDGERTON, HUDDERSFIELD, HD2 2AN.
(Please allow 21 days for delivery).

BEWARE of Imitations

"FENDRESS"


A Superior Top Dressing, using soils with a low clay & silt content, carefully blended with Fenland Peat and Lime Free Silica Sand, shredded and sieved. Ready for immediate application to golf/bowling greens.

Save purchasing expensive equipment which stands idle for much of the year, also high labour costs and problems of finding suitable ingredients of constant quality.

PLEASE REMEMBER THERE IS ONLY ONE TRUE FENDRESS REGISTERED TRADEMARK

Pre-Packed supplies also available.

SPECIAL MIXES TO YOUR SPECIFICATION ALSO PREPARED

ALSO Sedge Peat ("FENPEAT") in bulk.

Lime Free Sands, White or Yellow, Screened Loam etc.

Please telephone T. J. Banks for quotations. You will be surprised by our competitive prices.
This Talented TORO

The new TORO Greenmaster 300 is designed with its cutting heads isolated from the traction unit and the grass baskets—a feature that allows it to cut greens more evenly, from 3/32in to 11/16in.

Using a carrier frame with low connecting points that pulls rather than pushes the cutting unit, balanced, fully floating cutting heads allow the reels to float freely as they cut, unaffected by dips or bumps encountered by other parts of the machine or by the weight of clippings in the baskets.

The Greenmaster, with a three-wheel design, means that it can turn within its length. The tight-turning design, coupled with two independent, hydraulically driven, front traction wheels, allows this rear-steering triplex to cut up to and around the edges of greens, collars and traps.

A single forward reverse pedal gives the operator additional control in tight turns, together with the variable speed kit which provides speed control from 0-3.5mph and allows the operator to select the constant ground speed that ensures a constant clip as the cutting units mow. For a finer clip at low heights of cut, or for easy manoeuvring in tight spots, the speed is simply adjusted downward.

The 300 is designed with hydraulically-driven traction wheels, reels and reel lifts. These enclosed, self-lubricating power systems give longer service and require less maintenance because there are no gears to change, belts to adjust or clutches to repair.

The operator station features centralised controls within easy reach, plus a steering arm that can be adjusted in height to allow for more leg room, as well as an adjustable, cushioned, high-back seat.

Maintaining a quality cut in low ranges demands frequent and precise adjustment. TORO’s quick-disconnect cutting units allow fast and easy removal of the reels for servicing.

The balanced eight-blade cutting units are interchangeable, as are all the baskets and reel motors. And these quick-disconnect cutting units allow fast, easy conversion to thatching or spiking reels.

The Greenmaster, with a three-wheel design, means that it can turn within its length. The tight-turning design, coupled with two independent, hydraulically driven, front traction wheels, allows this rear-steering triplex to cut up to and around the edges of greens, collars and traps.

A single forward reverse pedal gives the operator additional control in tight turns, together with the variable speed kit which provides speed control from 0-3.5mph and allows the operator to select the constant ground speed that ensures a constant clip as the cutting units mow. For a finer clip at low heights of cut, or for easy manoeuvring in tight spots, the speed is simply adjusted downward.

The 300 is designed with hydraulically-driven traction wheels, reels and reel lifts. These enclosed, self-lubricating power systems give longer service and require less maintenance because there are no gears to change, belts to adjust or clutches to repair.

The operator station features centralised controls within easy reach, plus a steering arm that can be adjusted in height to allow for more leg room, as well as an adjustable, cushioned, high-back seat.

Maintaining a quality cut in low ranges demands frequent and precise adjustment. TORO’s quick-disconnect cutting units allow fast and easy removal of the reels for servicing.

The balanced eight-blade cutting units are interchangeable, as are all the baskets and reel motors. And these quick-disconnect cutting units allow fast, easy conversion to thatching or spiking reels.

Holdfast's effectiveness.

Just two applications can give season-long control and consistent results can be achieved year after year. Application is quick and easy—there is no need for huge quantities of water to be sprayed—and it can be applied through a knapsack or vehicle-mounted spray. The standard rate of application is five litres in 200 litres of water to treat one hectare.

Packs of Holdfast contain four x five litres and cost £280.

Full details from ICI Professional Products, Keith Cleverly, Woolmead House East, Woolmead Walk, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7UB. Or John Clowes, 10 Ivybridge, Broxbourne, Herts EN10 7LH. Or Hoddesdon (0992) 461885.
CUTS Cuts Cuts Cuts TIME COSTS CORNERS

Why waste valuable time mowing when you can use Mowchem? Just one application retards grass growth for up to two months — without grass root deterioration. In fact, since it controls both leaves and flower heads it can even improve turf quality, leaving it dense and green.

But most of all, you save money — 40% 50% 60% even more! For example, it takes just two or three Mowchem sprayings (one including weedkiller) and three mowings for annual grass maintenance, compared to a typical programme of at least eleven operations.

With these sort of savings, can you afford not to think seriously about using Mowchem? We will even help you with a detailed cost-benefit comparison on your own operations. Telephone 0277 230522 and ask for the Environmental Products Department.

MOWCHEM PUTS GRASS ON HOLD

M&B May & Baker


Mowchem is a trade mark of May & Baker Ltd.
SOUTHERNESS GOLF CLUB require a 
HEAD GREENKEEPER

Applicants must possess a sound knowledge of up-to-date turf management techniques preferably with links course experience. Thorough knowledge of the use of maintenance machinery and the ability to direct and motivate staff is required.

Salary negotiable.

Accommodation may be available.

Applications in writing giving full details of previous experience and names of referees to:-

W. T. TRAIN, SECRETARY, SOUTHERNESS GOLF CLUB, SOUTHERNESS, DUMFRIES, DG2 8AZ.

Closing date for applications 31st August, 1985

RUTHIN PWLLGLAS GOLF CLUB FOR SALE
1894 SISIS AUTO – TURFMAN USED TWICE
£650 o.n.o. Apply Hon. Sec.
RUTHIN 4658

HAMPshire College of Agriculture, Sparsholt, Winchester
One year full-time course leading to the National Certificate in Horticulture in this specialist option of GREENKEEPING & SPORTSGROUND MANAGEMENT
This new course for those seeking a career in turf management, commences in September 1985, and full details can be obtained from:

THE PRINCIPAL, HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, SPARSHOLT WINCHESTER, SO21 2NF
TELEPHONE: SPARSHOLT (096272) 441

Old Thorns

Avacancy has arisen for the position of

HEAD GREENKEEPER

The successful applicant will have held a similar position and will be familiar with all aspects of golf course management. The Head Greenkeeper is responsible for a team of five and is responsible to the Managing Director for the maintenance of this 18-hole Championship standard golf course. Applicants should be familiar with sand green maintenance, automatic watering systems, staff motivation and budgetary control. Salary and benefits will be commensurate with the position. Applications in writing, should be made to the General Manager.

London Kosaido Golf & Country Club
Longmoor Road, Liphook, Hampshire, GU30 7PE.
Tel: Liphook (0428) 724555

FAIRLOP GOLF CENTRE, ILFORD, ESSEX
HEAD GREENKEEPER

We are a well established leisure company and our latest development at Ilford is an 18-hole Golf Course now nearing completion, with a Par 3 Course and a Driving Range to follow.
To establish and maintain these facilities, we require a Head Greenkeeper who will be actively involved with both the initial construction and the future high maintenance standards expected of this development.
The person appointed must be fully conversant with all practical aspects of golf course management and have a thorough knowledge of modern machinery and the requirements of fine sports turf under conditions of intensive use. The Head Greenkeeper will control a small labour force and take an active part in the day to day work.
Persons applying should have at least five years experience in golf course management and construction and be suitably qualified.
The salary will reflect the importance of the position, and a Pension Scheme is operated. No accommodation is available at present.
Apply in writing giving full details of age, experience and qualifications to:—

MR. J. R. BUCHANAN
NORSTEAD LEISURE LIMITED
NORSTEAD HOUSE
MYLORD CRESCENT
KILLINGWORTH
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE. NE12 0YD
Applications should be made within 2 weeks of date of publication of this advertisement.
For the perfect finish